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Introduction
ML Capital Asset Management, the investment manager and promoter of the MontLake UCITS Platform, is delighted to
present the 24th edition of the quarterly ML Capital Alternative UCITS Barometer (Barometer).
The Barometer is designed to help identify and anticipate key trends in the demand for the major strategies within the
Alternative UCITS sector.
The capital introductory team at ML Capital surveyed a diverse range of 50 investors who collectively manage over $80
billion and today invest upwards of $15 billion into Alternative UCITS. Respondents range from insurance and pension
funds to private banking organisations, with a significant constituent of financial advisers that deal with the primary
source of Alternative UCITS inflows, the mid-net-worth investor.
Commenting on the highlights of the latest Barometer, Kenneth Sim, Head of Sales of ML Capital:

"I would like to say thank you to all of the investors that participated in our Barometer's for 2016. Their time is greatly
appreciated and needless to say, their feedback is invaluable. Entering into Q4 2016, the themes of volatility and sharp
market reactions that have characterised the year to date continue to feature. Any hopes for greater stability in
markets and the political sphere, do not look promising.
Through our research this quarter within the Alternative UCITS space, we see investors trending away from the fixed
income market as the timing of an expected interest rate hike nears. There is also growing uncertainty towards UK and
European markets and a continued bleak outlook on Japan. Additionally, CTA, Macro and Market Neutral strategies
experience greater inflows as investors continue to diversify their portfolios and source absolute uncorrelated returns
in response to persistent volatility.
Along with the data collection to thoroughly understand which strategies and regions are being allocated to, this
Barometer aimed to understand investors' opinions of the upcoming US Election and expected US Federal Reserve
interest rate rise. We managed to compile valuable insight into whether these events had any impact on their
investment process and if so, in which given aspects. The range of responses has highlighted the lack of consensus
around the potential impact of these events and this no doubt has added to market uncertainty. I hope you enjoy the
report and I wish everyone a good year-end."
We hope that the Barometer will provide a useful insight into current appetite levels across some of the major sectors
of the regulated fund universe.

Should you have any questions then please do not hesitate to contact a member of our Cap Intro or Fund Hosting
teams.
Cyril Delamare, CEO
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Q4 Barometer Highlights
Participant Type
As we enter into the final quarter of 2016, any hopes for a calmer end to this tumultous year
have been dashed. For markets, oil experienced its deepest downturn since the 1990s, the
sterling's exchange rate has tumbled to a record low and the uncertainty around interest rates

3% 6%
6%

5%
46%

sustains. For political systems and corporations, the Trump versus. Clinton spectacle is fuelling
election-induced economic uncertainty and the slumping share price of Deutsche Bank has

17%
17%

Europe fearing for the health of their economy as well as currencies. Amid this all, the question
is, how are investors navigating these events as well as the multiple variables impacting market
stability?

Wealth manager

The Cloud Hanging Over The United Kingdom & Europe
Following Brexit and Theresa May's pledge to invoke Article 50 by the end of March 2017,
investors appear cautious in maintaining their current exposure to the UK with 44% of
respondents reducing their positions here this quarter. The stability of the European Union hangs
in the balance as faith in the single market project encounters headwinds given the UK's pending

exit, the systemic problems of the Italian banks and Deutsche Bank in trouble. This quarter, 26%

Fund of Funds
Private bank
Banks/Institution
Family Office
Independent Financial Advisor
Insurance / Pensions

of investors are reducing their exposure to European markets as uncertainty gathers momentum
towards the end of the year.

Participant Location
0%

End Of The Record Low Interest Rates?
The Federal Reserve's September committee meetings delivered no verdict to changing interest
rates that ultimately marked a further period of historical low rates and cautious monetary

39%

43%

policy. This Barometer concluded that all investors believe that a hike is well overdue and it is

11%

merely a waiting game until the decision of a rise is announced. Therefore, this quarter, 64% of

7%

our respondents are reducing their exposure to fixed income as the sell-off begins. Investors'
perceived larger macro risks to a hike are discussed in depth within this report.

Switzerland

The Search For Uncorrelated Returns Continues

Continental Europe

This Q4 Barometer has highlighted the continued interest of investors towards Macro and CTA

Global

asset classes. 63% of respondents are looking to increase their exposure to Global Macro

UK

Discretionary, 32% to Global Macro Systematic and 62% are increasing their holdings of CTAs.

Rest of World

Given the volatility across asset classes and the overall market uncertainty throughout the year,
investors continue to look for uncorrelated returns to diversify and in some cases, hedge their
portfolios against market risk.
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Still Waiting On The Fed Hike
Slow economic and labour market growth within the US compounded with the instability of the European Union following
the United Kingdom's decision to 'Leave,' 'prompted the Federal Reserve in its June statement to keep rates unchanged

and trim back its longer-term interest rate forecasts, in sign of greater caution' (Financial Times, 2016). An expected rise of
rates in September did not come to fruition as the Federal Open Market Committee decided to sustain low credit costs
and wait for their economic objectives to materialise.

Today, the Federal Reserve mirror the monetary policy implemented by both the European Central Bank and the Bank of
England where record low interest rates are being witnessed. Following September's committee meetings, expectations
for a hike before the end of 2016 have increased especially along with rising fears that the US economy could be
overheating, hence it was interesting to explore whether investors were looking to reallocate their exposures in light of

this.

The feedback from our respondents varied and a consensus cannot be drawn. 50% will not be changing their exposures as
they believe the rise is already largely factored into the stock market. Investors are in accordance that the hike is overdue
but this fraction of respondents have been investing with this in mind and do not think that there will be any large effects
as low interest rates are likely to remain the central thesis. If any action is being taken, a small sub-set of these investors
are trading around positions.

On the other hand, the remaining 50% of investors believe the effects of a hike could be significant and their approaches
to mitigate risk are numerous. Some investors responded that the effects and their magnitude aren't possible to predict so
for that reason they are either completely avoiding or reducing their direct US equity beta exposure as to not repeat the
mistakes of 1999/2000. As an alternative, some investors are preferring to go cash and play tactical ETFs rather than being
long blue chips whereas others are looking to maintain or increase their exposure to uncorrelated strategies, namely CTAs.
Lastly, one investor is not looking to change any of their exposures as the firm prefers to act opportunistically so will
decide when the rise is announced.

It is clear that the historic interest rate lows appear to be coming to the end of their era and a rise is imminent. This is
further supported by our findings whereby 64% of respondents are reducing their exposure to fixed income this quarter.
However, the question remains whether these low interest rates have sufficiently supported a reasonable recovery or if
inflation remains too low and businesses are not ready for higher borrowing costs.
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Looking to launch a regulated fund?
ML Capital can help you.
Whether it is a standalone fund structure, a new sub-fund of an existing umbrella, or a
management company, ML Capital’s structuring team will be able to advise you on the
best way forward.
 Investment Manager and Promoter to Regulated Funds

 Dedicated UCITS and QIAIF platforms with access to top tier service providers
 Structuring expertise - Re-domiciliation, Mergers
 UCITS & QIAIF infrastructure support, enabling you to focus on your investment
strategy
 Cross border distribution expertise and fund registration

 Experienced sales team for retail and institutional distribution
 MLC Management (part of the ML group) is an authorised UCITS and AIFM "super
manco" management company fully licensed in Ireland
ML Capital: your one stop shop for investment managers looking to launch a European
regulated fund.
For more information please contact info@mlcapital.com or +44 203 709 4510
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Long/Short Equity

Trending
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• MORE • SAME • LESS
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Long/Short Equity

Trending
• MORE • LESS

• MORE • SAME • LESS
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Commentary
This year, equity long short funds, specifically those that are directional, have struggled primarily due to stock and
sector rotation (JP Morgan, 2016). The overall trend appears to be that the majority of our respondents are
maintaining their exposure to this asset class but continue to evaluate their active allocations.

Despite rising uncertainty of markets in regard to the upcoming US election, most of our respondents are not reducing
their US Equity L/S exposure. Only 12% of the surveyed investors are lacking confidence but 70% are maintaining their
holdings and 18% are increasing their exposure, which may be in part due to high US equity valuations and sustained
low interest rates.
The largest reduction in equity long short holdings are those within the UK, Europe and Japan, with 44%, 26% and 23%
of respondents respectively cutting their exposure. Compared to Quarter 3, a further 18% of investors are reducing
their exposure to UK equities, a large spike upwards, which is no doubt in response to Theresa May's confirmation that
Article 50 will be invoked. This has heightened fear surrounding the stability and longevity of the European Union that
is already troubled by the systemic problems of Italy's banking sector and rife with lost faith in the European Project.
All these factors combined have maximised the uncertainty of investors within European markets, so it comes as no
surprise that investors are acting cautiously here.
After a contraction of the Japanese economy towards the beginning of 2016, improved trading volumes and
quantitative easing have since achieved a 0.2% GDP rise (September 2016). However, this incremental improvement
has not bolstered investors' confidence in the region with 23% looking to reduce their exposure. On the other hand,
67% of respondents are maintaining their positions and 10% are increasing them, which can be largely attributed to the
market's inefficiencies.
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Emerging Markets

Trending
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• MORE • SAME • LESS
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Commentary
In September, the MSCI Emerging Market index hit its peak for 2016 and emerging market equities continue to outperform those
in developed markets with returns up 9% through Q3. Additionally, the equity and debt rally has been aided by the US Federal
Reserve holding off on a rate hike, which has prolonged a downward impact on emerging market currencies so this has resulted in
investors increasing their confidence here.
Compared to Quarter 3, there is a more favourable view towards Latin America. Falling oil and commodity prices were to blame for
the bleak outlook last quarter but the '20% rise in the Bloomberg Commodity Spot index since January lows has removed a
headwind to economic growth and profits in commodity-exporting emerging markets, especially in Latin America' (CNBC, 2016).
The stabilising commodity prices have boosted market confidence along with the success of the Brazilian Olympics and reformed
political environment, evidenced through 10% of our respondents looking to increase their exposure to Latin America.
The steady performance of the Chinese market over the third quarter has bolstered confidence in the emerging market sector.
Despite concerns surrounding political risk and the heavy burden of the manufacturing sector within Pan-Asia, China's growth
continues to be steady and leads performance within this region. For Quarter 4, 38% of our respondents are looking to increase
their exposure to Pan Asian markets, up from 23% last quarter.
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Relative Value

Trending
• MORE • LESS

• MORE • SAME • LESS
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Commentary
Due to persistent market volatility and modest hedge fund performance within directional equity long short, market neutral
strategies continue to be popular this quarter with 45% of respondents increasing their exposure to this asset class and 47% looking
to maintain their holdings. Deutsche Bank concluded in their 2016 Alternative UCITS Survey that for 2016 'Systematic equity market
neutral and fundamental equity market neutral were the most sought after strategies by Alternative UCITS Investors' (Deutsche
Bank, 2016).
The greatest change in Q4 2016 is unsurprisingly the fixed income reversal. The US Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank and
the Bank of England continue to pursue a cautious approach to monetary policy and uncertainty lies around the timing of an interest
rate rise. All of our respondents can agree that a hike is overdue and expected so for that reason there is a large trend away from
fixed income evidenced as 64% of our respondents are reducing their exposure here.
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Event Driven

Trending
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Commentary
Investors continue to look favourably towards event driven strategies in Q4 as the majority of our respondents look to
maintain their exposure to multi-strategies, distressed securities and merger arbitrage strategies. There is not one
respondent who is reducing their multi-strategy holdings and only 6% are looking to decrease their merger arbitrage
positions. A pertinent explanation for the above lies within investors' search for absolute, uncorrelated returns that do
not depend on any market returns in the midst of this year's high market uncertainty. Prequin predicted for H2 2016 that
79% of their surveyed institutional investors 'would plan to maintain their exposure to event driven strategies hedge
funds' (Prequin, September 2016) and our research within the Alternative UCITS space looks to be relatively in line. The
one clear anomaly is reflected in our respondents' confidence within distressed securities. Despite the Barclay Distressed
Securities Index being up 1.14% for September 2016, 28% of our respondents are looking to reduce their exposure in Q4,
a 12% spike upwards from last quarter.
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Macro & CTA

Trending
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• MORE • SAME • LESS
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Commentary
Last quarter, Global Discretionary Macro, Global Systematic Macro and Managed Futures were a popular hit with investors
and the same remains true for Q4. 63% of respondents are looking to increase their allocation to Global Discretionary Macro,
up 7% from last quarter, and 62% are looking to increase their Managed Futures holdings, up 12%.
CTA inflows continue to be positive despite a few trading difficulties within the commodities and fixed income markets over
the last month or so. This favourable view towards Macro and CTA asset classes appear to lie in the change of clients' risk
appetite in the midst of this year's market volatility hence investors are looking to these alternative strategies for greater
portfolio diversification.
This year has outlined the importance of mitigating risk and 2016 will no doubt be remembered to have experienced
turbulent economic and political conditions. In Q4, investors will continue to navigate through volatility by looking towards
these strategies as a structural allocation requirement to diversify their portfolios.
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The Race To The White House
The most anticipated event for 2016 is only moments away with the future US President to be announced on Tuesday 8th
November 2016. This year has been characterised by volatile economic conditions, in large due to a turbulent political
environment with the shock of the Brexit 'Leave' vote and the captivating showdown between Donald Trump and Hilary
Clinton to blame. In light of the economic market reactions to Brexit, notably the plummet of Sterling and bank shares, the UK
and Europe have considered themselves lucky to have witnessed relatively modest market instability. Although the larger
impact of Brexit is certain to take effect when Article 50 is invoked, it is clear that these political decisions have significant
impacts upon global markets, which is why we had to enquire this quarter how investors were viewing the probability of a
potential Trump victory and if so, what were their greatest fears?
From the 50 responses received, there was no doubt that the consensus believed that Donald Trump is unlikely to win mainly
due to the fact that the swing states notably Florida and Ohio favour Clinton. However, since compiling our responses, the
announcement of the re-opening of Clinton's e-mail investigation on Friday 28th October has seen the poll difference closing
in with Trump only 3 points behind Clinton in Florida. In true fashion of this election, the spectacle surrounding the
uncertainty of the result looks to continue up until Election Day. Regardless of investors' political preferences, it was
important to understand their fears if the US electorate delivers the controversial result.
Surprisingly, the responses to our Barometer ranged across a spectrum of opinions. On one hand, the majority of our
respondents, approximately just over a half, agreed that a Trump victory would be extremely detrimental to global markets
and the wide political landscape with fears of trade and even nuclear wars. They envisage long-term market volatility and a
worsening of already unstable international relations.
A small number of our respondents felt that market volatility and uncertainty are not specifically linked to this US election
and that other variables have greater impact. These responses came from investors who had little to no exposure to the US
and believe that the outcome of the election will not significantly impact European markets.

Over a third of our respondents do not largely fear market reactions to a Trump victory. They remain fearful for choppy and
unstable markets and do not doubt the likelihood of a large global sell-off for a few days following such result. However, their
belief is that despite short to medium term pain, Donald Trump could stimulate the US economy if he is able to push the subsets to his agenda through the Senate and given that the Senate is looking to be held by a Republican majority, there is the
real possibility for significant economic reform to be made. In particular, investors note that he could be good for investments
due to his proposed large corporation tax cuts and a victory may offer the opportunity for more rational pricing across asset
classes.
The ranging opinions of investors accurately reflect the lack of consensus that has fuelled this presidential race to the
forefront of the world's eyes. Although historical data provides evidence that 'there are far more important factors impacting
both the economy and the stock market than which political party' (OppenheimerFunds, Forbes, 2016) shall sit in the White
House, due to the spotlight surrounding the race it was fascinating to compile the opinion of investors.
Until then, we all wait in anticipation!
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Source Data

Emerging Markets

Long / Short Equity
More

Same

Less

More

Same

Less

Global Emerging

25%

56%

19%

Global L/S Equity

24%

70%

6%

Latin America

10%

69%

21%

UK L/S Equity

6%

50%

44%

Pan-Asia

38%

59%

3%

US L/S Equity

18%

70%

12%

European L/S Equity

15%

59%

26%

Japan L/S Equity

10%

67%

23%

Relative Value
More

Same

Less

Fixed Income

15%

21%

64%

Convertible Arbitrage

19%

72%

9%

Market Neutral

47%

47%

6%

Further Statistics
Barometer Participants

Event Driven

Highest Surveyed Alt UCITS Allocation

USD $ 3 bn

Lowest Surveyed Alt UCITS Allocation

USD $ 8 m

More

Same

Less

Highest Surveyed Hedge Allocation

USD $ 35 bn

Multi-Strategy

41%

59%

0%

Lowest Surveyed Hedge Allocation

USD $ 19 m

Distressed

3%

69%

28%

Highest Surveyed Avg Alt UCITS Ticket

USD $ 40 m

Merger Arbitrage

39%

55%

6%

Lowest Surveyed Avg Alt UCITS Ticket

USD $ 500 k

Macro & CTA
More

Same

Less

Global Macro Discretionary

63%

26%

11%

Global Macro Systematic

32%

59%

9%

Managed Futures/CTA

62%

32%

6%
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About ML Capital
ML Capital is a forward looking and leading independent fund structuring and investment management firm specialising in
European regulated fund structures. As an award winning platform provider, we partner with the very best of investment
managers to bring to market the latest most appropriate fund structures to comply with the raft of incoming regulatory
requirements, whilst meeting the ever increasing expectations of investors.

ML Capital handles all aspects of the fund structuring and launch on investment managers' behalf. Through our dedicated network
we also offer fund sales and distribution if required and have had comprehensive coverage of investors in all key European markets
for the past 20 years.
Our goal is to provide the most appropriate fund structures to maximise distribution opportunities across all key markets. Our
solutions bring together market leading service providers with some of the very best minds in the regulated fund space; providing
well managed European investment products with the highest levels of service and governance. We ensure that all incoming
investors and partners come in with the full knowledge that they are investing into structures that are designed to protect and
preserve investor interest.
MLC Management Ltd acts as third party management company for UCITS and AIFMD funds. Offering better compliance, oversight
and management facilities than self-managed structures, the management company is the future of fund structuring; as the
industry responds to the desire of investors and regulators for greater substance, we believe management companies will become
the structure of choice for new funds, as others move away from self-managed fund structures. MLC was incorporated in February
2015 and currently oversees $2.2 billion of assets.

About The MontLake UCITS Platform ICAV
The MontLake UCITS Platform, domiciled in Ireland and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland provides investment managers
with a turnkey solution for launching a UCITS fund under its umbrella structure. Typical time to market is 10 weeks, or less, with
the platform offering immediate access to a wide range of investors through ML Capital’s distribution network.

Funds placed on the platform by ML Capital will benefit from top-tier service providers including Northern Trust for custody,
administration and trustee services, KPMG for audit, and Bridge Consulting for oversight and directorships. ML Capital has also
ensured that managers utilising the MontLake UCITS Platform will have unfettered access to a network of the leading prime
brokerage firms.
For more information on ML Capital please visit our website www.mlcapital.com or our platform website www.montlakeucits.com.
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DISCLAIMER
INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS ONLY

This financial promotion is issued by ML Capital Limited. This document is not intended as an
offer to acquire or dispose of any security. Information given in it has been obtained from, or
based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable and accurate although ML does not accept
liability for the accuracy of the contents. This information is not intended to constitute a basis
for any specific investment decision.

For Addressee only. The distribution of this report does not constitute an offer or solicitation.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments can fall as
well as rise. You should ensure you understand the risk profile of the products or services you
plan to purchase. The services provided by ML Capital Limited are available only to investors
who come within the category of the Eligible Counterparty or Professional Client as defined in
the Financial Services Authority’s Handbook they are not available to individual investors,
who should not rely on this communication. Information given in this document has been

obtained from, or based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable and accurate although
ML Capital does not accept liability for the accuracy of the contents. ML Capital does not
offer investment advice or make recommendations regarding investments.
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